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ABSTRACT

In sepsis cytokine-mediated inflammation, clotting cascade activation and glycocalyx shedding impair both
function and structure of the microcirculation, compromising adequate tissue oxygenation/perfusion. Such
mismatch results in “dysoxia”, an imbalance in mitochondrial respiration.

Microvessel injuries can be grouped into four types: cytotoxic oedema, micro-vessel heterogeneity,
sluggish/absent flow, and focal anaemia. Recognition of such diversity in microcirculatory pathology,
alongside with the implementation of novel biomarkers might reveal previously unobserved heterogeneity
in adults diagnosed with sepsis. Early identification of distinct subtypes may help not only to better stratify
disease severity but may also provide explanation to the often seen insufficient/absent response to resus-
citative treatment. Experimental evidence suggests that impaired microcirculatory flow may correlate with
organ dysfunction and mortality. Therefore, reliable/reproducible diagnostic tools, that provide real-time
information about the dynamic state of the microcirculation, might be practice changers in managing the
critically ill.

The sublingual mucosa and the nailfolds provide easy access to microcirculation via hand-held, point-
of-care devices. Accessing these windows, clinicians may recognise, understand and potentially correct the
underlying tissue oxygenation/perfusion mismatch. This new clinical information might facilitate an
individualised approach vs protocolised care aiming to administer the right balance of intravenous fluids/
vasopressors, time/dose auxiliary treatment modalities and, most importantly, might also guide deter-
mining the optimal duration of resuscitation to avoid/minimise harm and maximise benefits in sepsis
management. However, before every-day clinical use of such point-of-care microcameras, validation studies
are needed to establish not only feasibility but reliability and reproducibility as well.
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INTRODUCTION

For over 20 years sepsis resuscitation – restoration of tissue oxygenation/perfusion (TOP) – has
traditionally been guided by indirect, often arbitrary parameters like lactate level/clearance [1],
blood pressure, pulse pressure variations, central venous collapsibility index, etcetera. Both the
SIRS based recognition/treatment and the new SOFA/qSOFA approach failed to significantly
improve certain important patient-centred outcomes like one-year mortality, length of hospital
stay, proportion of iatrogenic harm, etcetera, in adult sepsis. Interestingly, more are investigating
the optimal timing/dose of sepsis recommendations [2, 3]. Achievements must be reviewed
critically; one might need to steer off the beaten track and look at sepsis management from a
different perspective. The authors opine that the protocolised blanket approach in sepsis may be
insufficient to recognise and correct potential underlying microcirculatory injuries.

In the early stages of sepsis, pro-inflammatory cytokines are released as part of the systemic
immune response. Such cytokine-mediated inflammation, clotting cascade activation and, gly-
cocalyx shedding impair both the functional and structural integrity of the microcirculation, the
network of vessels that enables oxygen and substrate delivery at tissue level [4]. This complex
system includes afferent arterioles, efferent venules, capillaries, and the microlymphatic network,
all under <100 mm in diameter.

It also seems that in sepsis, nitric oxide (NO) might be one of the key players in the
microcirculatory pathophysiology. During disease progression, in various end organs [5] the
inducible NO-synthase enzyme is heterogeneously expressed resulting in the formation of
pathologic arteriovenous shunts thus impeding adequate TOP. Microvascular flow might further
be worsened by adverse structural changes like stiffening. Rigidity in the walls of the micro-
vessels decrease vasodilator release capacity, impairing the flow of red blood cells. Respecting the
diffuse, heterogenous functional/structural changes in TOP, to describe cellular hypoxia, and
(focal) mitochondrial respiration insufficiency [6] a new definition of “dysoxia” was recom-
mended [7]. The compromised microcirculatory circulation/blood flow seemingly correlates
with organ dysfunction and mortality in the critically ill, hence a need arisen for diagnostic tests
to assess mitochondrial-level “dysoxia” [8]. Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) flu-
orometry can identify tissue level dysoxia in-vitro; however, this method is not feasible in the
clinical practice [6]. Therefore, bedside (point-of-care) tests, which can reliably inform clinicians
in real-time about the dynamic state of the microcirculation might be a practice changer.

The importance of microcirculation injuries in sepsis

Real-time point-of-care sublingual microcirculation assessment enables the early recognition of
both tissue level impairment in flow/circulation and the effect of fluid/vasopressor resuscitation
to the microvessels in the oral mucosa [9] however, as yet the exact relationship between
microcirculation injuries and either the end-organ failure or disease progression in adult sepsis
is not completely understood [10]. Also, the observed association between the impaired sub-
lingual microcirculation and disease severity does not imply linear prediction of impending
organ failure.

Presently, numerous techniques are under evaluation to assess the quality and quantity of
tissue level flow however, none has been implemented in the routine care. Sublingual micro-
scopy [11], laser doppler assessment [12], glycocalyx measurements [13], Optical Coherence
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Tomography Angiography [14], nail-fold microscopy and Near Infrared Spectroscopy [15] all
aim to provide useful parameters. Our paper is not intended to detail the individual assessment
techniques but to raise awareness of the pathophysiological importance of the integrity of the
microcirculation in adult sepsis.

Microvessel injuries (assessed by sublingual microcameras), can be categorised into 4 types:
micro-vessel heterogeneity (T1), focal anaemia (T2), sluggish/absent flow (T3) and cytotoxic
oedema (T4) [2]. The clinical use of the above subtypes might help to stratify septic patients and
also might help to understand the absent or insufficient response to resuscitative efforts in the
seemingly homogenous group of septic adults. Previous studies on microcirculation impairment
in sepsis suggested a gap (uncoupling) between the major haemodynamic- and the tissue level
microcirculation parameters. This phenomenon was defined as the “loss of haemodynamic
coherence” [16]. Clinical studies demonstrated that in adult sepsis, despite acceptable macro-
circulatory parameters (mean arterial pressure, central venous O2 saturation, Cardiac Index,
etc.), microcirculation could still be severely compromised [17]. It also became evident that the
impaired microcirculation in certain cases cannot necessarily be improved by increased flow of
supplemental oxygen, vasopressor administration and/or rapid boluses of crystalloids (Fig. 1).

As a consequence of the dysregulated host response injures microvessels. Microcirculation
injuries can be classified (Type 1–4) based on the mechanism explained below.

Microcirculation assessment as a diagnostic aid

Small-scale clinical studies in adult sepsis showed that survivors have better sublingual micro-
circulation parameters than non-survivors; the “proportion of perfused vessels”, i.e., the ratio of

Fig. 1. Sepsis related pathophysiological changes in microcirculation
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perfused microvessels might be as strong an independent predictor of the outcome as lactate
level [18]. However, low-level observational evidence is insufficient to pave the way from
translational medicine to bedside; diagnostic/assessment tools in the first place must meet the
Wilson and Jungner criteria for feasibility [19] and must repeatedly demonstrate high enough
sensitivity and specificity together with excellent inter-rater agreement (QUADAS) at reasonable
price to reliably aide management. Translational and clinical evidence suggests that the third
generation sublingual microcameras may potentially both be feasible (see Table 1) and clinically
reliable regardless if used by doctors or nurses [20]. Unfortunately, estimating parameters of
microcirculatory flow still need a time-consuming offline evaluation or clinical semiquantitative
scores based on trained observation. The latter was validated in management of haemorrhagic
shock [21] however, in sepsis this has not yet been standardised hence, might be affected by
sampling and spatial heterogeneity. Until further validation, assessment with microcameras can
only provide association (not causation) between resuscitative measures and disease outcome/
progression.

Table 1. The summary of the Wilson Jungner criteria in relation to microcirculation assessment

Principles Sublingual microcirculation assessment in sepsis

The condition sought should be an
important health problem.

Sepsis has high mortality and poses a significant
economic burden to hospitals.

There should be an accepted treatment
for patients with recognized disease.

Well described protocols and treatment bundles are
available.

Facilities for diagnosis and treatment
should be available.

Sepsis recognition and management is well
established in prehospital and hospital settings alike.

There should be a recognizable latent or
early symptomatic stage.

Sepsis severity is well stratified.

There should be a suitable test or
examination.

Lactate levels ScvO2, SVV, PCT values are used in
setting up diagnosis and management plans.

The test should be acceptable to the
population.

Sublingual microcirculation assessment in sepsis is
tried and published in Europe, the UK and the USA.

The natural history of the condition,
including development from latent to
declared disease, should be
adequately understood.

Sepsis is subject of continuous research; this method
might be a useful adjunct.

There should be an agreed policy on
whom to treat as patients.

Surviving Sepsis Campaign, BUFALO, Sepsis-6.

The cost of case finding (including
diagnosis) should be economically
balanced in relation to possible
expenditure on medical care as a
whole.

The treatment of sepsis is very cost intensive. Any
initiative to reduce cost might have huge bearing on

financing.

Case finding should be a continuing
process and not a “once and for all”
project.

Sublingual microcirculation assessment can be used
in both ICU and emergency settings, as the device is

reasonably priced, the maintenance and the
education costs are low.
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A hypothetical basis how microcirculation assessment may aid resuscitation in sepsis

Physicians treating septic adults must fully understand the complexity of the peripheral oxygen
delivery and apply this knowledge in practice during resuscitation. To correctly treat the un-
derlying tissue oxygenation/perfusion mismatch one must keep in mind the below formula (see
Box 1).

The present emergency medicine approach (both the SIRS and the SOFA based) concen-
trates mainly on the correction of macrohemodynamic variables like systolic blood pressure
(however, stroke volume has a nonlinear relation with the left ventricular pressure-volume),
heart rate (which is often affected by comorbidities, concomitant medications, cardiotoxins,
etc.), the peripheral oxygen saturation (which has a non-linear relationship with end-organ
tissue oxygen saturation) hence inherently missing tissue level pathology. Such one-size-fits-all
sepsis protocols have an apparent blind spot for tissue level drop in haemoglobin, saturation,
partial pressures, which are probably equally (or more) important factors in correcting the
peripheral perfusion than heart and respiration rate and systolic blood pressure. The authors
opine, that a paradigm change might be needed, which would consider the correction of both
micro-and macrocirculation pathology alike.

In theory, bedside assessment of the microcirculation (if meeting all the Wilson-Jungner and
QUADAS criteria) would probably usefully complement the present monitoring strategy in
sepsis. As microvascular injuries may provide insight into the exact nature of TOP, such
knowledge might serve as a hypothetical base helping to balance crystalloids, vasopressors and
other auxillary treatment options during resuscitation to correct (not only macrohemodinamic
parameters but) the underlying tissue level pathology as well.

In the past decades, numerous “silver bullet” concepts have risen and fallen in sepsis. Col-
loids [22], activated protein-C [23], nitroglycerin [24], vitamin C [25], Na-acetyl-cysteine (NAC)
[26], steroids [27], etc. seemed efficient in small-scale observations but they all failed to prevail
in randomised control trials or in unbiased systematic reviews. Due to the inability to assess
microcirculation and recognise the type of underlying TOP mismatch, even randomised studies
(of inadequate power and/or if analysed with per protocol analysis) might have concealed
certain unaccounted confounders. In theory, factoring tissue level microvascular injuries in the
trial models might smoothen the incongruencies between the small-scale observational and
major clinical trials in adult sepsis. Further clinical studies of high rigour are needed to deter-
mine the relationship between the above modalities and microcirculation injuries in adult sepsis.

In case of (cytotoxic) oedema due to endothelial damage and/or glycocalyx shedding,
repeated fluid boluses are unlikely to improve tissue level perfusion/oxygenation irrespective of
the cause (sepsis-related oxidative stress, endotoxin exposure or shearing forces of aggressive
crystalloid resuscitation). When the barrier function of the capillaries has already been damaged,

Box 1. Peripheral oxygen delivery can be described by the below equation.

DO2 ¼ HR3SV3ð1:393Hb3O2Sat=100Þ þ ð0:0033PO2Þ
DO2 5 peripheral oxygen delivery, HR 5 heart rate, SV 5 stroke volume, Hb5 haemo-

globin, O2Sat is the tissue level saturation, PO2 5 partial tissue oxygen pressure.
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unnecessary further fluid replacement might worsen the “leak” and increasing the intercellular
free water. The oedema would inevitably impair tissue hypoxia, because the oxygen diffusion
distance increases and at the same time the dissolved oxygen concentration decreases (diffusion
oxygen deficiency). In the recent years (recognising of the above), the potential iatrogenic harm
of aggressive fluid resuscitation in sepsis has repeatedly been investigated [28].

Strictly on a hypothetical base, if sublingual microcirculation assessment confirms tissue level
oedema (T4 injury), early administration of vasopressors might probably be more appropriate
by sealing the leak and increasing the stroke volume. By repeated use of this non-invasive
monitoring tool, the effect of the resuscitative efforts can theoretically be checked in real time.
Such feed-back might be helpful to determine the dose/rate of vasopressors and crystalloids
(titrate to effect) to maximise benefit and to minimise harm. While endothelial glycocalyx has
long been identified to regulate vascular permeability (with subsequent oedema formation) [29,
30], at present neither the prognostic value of glycocalyx dimensions (measured sublingually in
vivo) or microcirculation flow/perfusion parameters on organ damage in sepsis have been
evaluated in large multi-centre studies. The available low-level observational evidence is
seemingly equivocal: discordant changes were reported in association with disease progression/
outcome in sepsis [31].

In T1 injury (micro vessel heterogeneity) some capillaries are open; others are closed due to
malfunctioning shunts. In these cases, vitamin C and/or NAC might probably be useful to
correct the pathologic shunts and even up heterogeneity of the perfused vessels. In T3 injury
(absent/sluggish flow) cautious administration of colloids, protein-C or inodilators might be
helpful to open the microcirculation, increase red blood cell velocity and tissue perfusion.
Conversely, in T3 injury excessive use of vasopressors might cause harm by further narrowing
the afferent arterioles resulting in detrimental ischaemic injuries in vital organs like gut mucosa,
renal parenchyma, etcetera [32]. T2 injuries (focal, dilutional anaemia) can be temporary or
sustained, in this case the oxygen transport capacity is decreased because of low haemoglobin
concentration resulting in convective oxygen deficiency. In these cases, the administration of red
blood cells might increase the success of resuscitation. Obviously, in case of focal anaemia both
excessive crystalloid boluses and/or vasopressors/inodilators might worsen TOP.

Current understanding of the association between the microcirculation characteristics and
the outcome in sepsis is insufficient to prove or disprove the above theory. Even though
microcirculation assessment has provided important observations in sepsis management;
however, further pragmatic validation must determine if these novel equipment/concepts could
safely be used in the everyday clinical practice in the Emergency Department.

CONCLUSION

Despite over two decades of improved awareness, relentless clinical efforts and a recent facelift
in recognition/management, adult sepsis is still of high disease burden and mortality, which calls
for a paradigm change. Individually targeted resuscitation might be needed rather than on-size-
fits-all protocols. In adult sepsis, without bedside monitoring of the microcirculation, attending
physicians may have neither sufficient data nor feedback on the appropriateness/success of their
resuscitative efforts. Among other translational diagnostic adjuncts, sublingual microcameras
might probably be useful to complement the macro-haemodynamic parameters-based
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assessment and aid management. Further clinical studies are needed to determine if point-of-
care microcirculation assessment may be a feasible and safe method to help finding the right
balance between intravenous fluid replacement/vasopressors, the optimal timing/dosing of
auxiliary treatment options and most importantly, if it might safely guide on the optimal
duration of resuscitation to avoid and minimise harm, and to maximise treatment benefit.
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